GENERAL INFORMATION ON NOMINATION PREPARERS

The names on the attached list are provided as an accommodation. You should not consider this list a recommendation. The Wisconsin Historical Society (WHS) cannot guarantee that the named parties will produce a satisfactory nomination in a given case. Your selection is not limited in any way to this list. There are others who can prepare adequate and complete National Register nominations.

Any consultant you hire must understand that by submitting a nomination packet to the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) the consultant acknowledges that the SHPO shall have the final edit on all State and National Register materials. SHPO shall have the final authority to reproduce, alter, modify, publish, and display all nomination content as necessary in the opinion of SHPO, to conform to and comply with the requirements and standards of the WHS and the National Park Service.

This list is comprised of consultants who have independently prepared at least one complete National Register nomination that has been approved by the State Historic Preservation Review Board during the past five years (since December 2021). Consultants who have prepared nominations in other states during this period may be placed on the list if the Division approves materials submitted for this purpose. Additionally, the consultant or firm has attended SHPO consultant’s training at least once in the past two years.

Individuals or groups hiring National Register nomination preparers should seek estimates from at least two preparers. Before retaining a preparer, the sponsor of a nomination should enter into a comprehensive contract with the preparer that details the expected work product and performance standards. A sample of such a contract is also attached. See our web site for additional information at www.wisconsinhistory.org

LIST OF NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION PREPARERS
December 2022-December 2023

Commonwealth Heritage Group
Greg Rainka
8669 N. Deerwood Drive
Milwaukee, WI 53209
(414) 446-4121
grainka@chg-inc.com

Kate Bissen
4886 N Iroquis Avenue
Glendale, WI 53217
(414)712-1271
Kate.bissen@gmail.com

CORRE Inc.
Megan Beer-Pemberton
6510 Grand Teton Plaza, Suite 314
Madison, WI 53719
(608) 826-6292
mbpemberton@correinc.com

Cultural Resource Management-
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Justin Miller
Sabin Hall 284, PO Box 413
Milwaukee, WI 53201-0413
(414) 229-3078
jcmill@uwm.edu
Fairchild & Flatt Consulting LLC
Wm. Jason Flatt
1857 Riverside Avenue
Marinette, WI 54143
(715) 735-1881
Jason@fairchildandflatt.com

Tim Heggland
6391 Hillsandwood Road
Mazomanie, WI 53560
(608) 795-2650
tim.heggland@juno.com

Heritage Consulting Group
Jen Davel
225 E Michigan Street, Suite 300
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(608) 609-6856
jdavel@heritage-consulting.com

Hess Roise and Company
Rachel Peterson
100 N. First Street
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 338-1987
Rachel@hessroise.com

Gail Klein
937 Brookside Circle
Stoughton, WI 53589
(541) 285-0352
gail.rae.klein@gmail.com

Legacy Architecture, Inc.
Jennifer L. Lehrke
605 Erie Avenue
Sheboygan, WI 53081
(920) 783-6303
jlehrke@legacy-architecture.com

Sarah Marsom
668 Enfield Road
Columbus, OH 43209
(330) 324-0648
me@sarahmarsom.com

McQuillen Historical Consulting, LLC
Michael McQuillen
1900 E Wood Place
Shorewood, WI 53211
(414) 817-2571
michaelmcquillen@gmail.com

Mead and Hunt, Inc.
Emily Pettis
2440 Deming Way
Middleton, WI 53562
(608) 273-6380
emily.pettis@meadhunt.com

Elizabeth Miller
4033 Tokay Boulevard
Madison, WI 53711
(608) 354-5016
elmillerwi@gmail.com

Bentonsport Preservation, LLC
Paula Mohr
26849 South Street
Bentonsport, IA 52565
(319) 592-3427
bentonsportpreservation@gmail.com

Pigeon Consulting
Laurel Fritz
31 Nebraska Avenue West
Saint Paul, MN 55117
(612) 643-0535
laurel@pigeonconsulting.com

Preserve, LLC
Donna Weiss
5027 N Berkeley Boulevard
Whitefish Bay, WI 53217
(262) 617-1408
donna@preservellc.com

Ramsey Historic Consultants, Inc.
Emily Ramsey
1105 W Chicago Avenue, Suite 201
Chicago, IL 60642
312-421-1295
emily@ramseyhcinc.com

Ryan
Shannon Winterhalter
311 S Wacker Drive, Suite 4800
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 488-1682
shannon.winterhalter@ryan.com

tes Historical Consulting, LLC
Traci E. Schnell
211 Paine Street
Kiel, WI 53042
(262) 366-0397
tracieschnell@gmail.com
ELEMENTS THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED PRIOR TO SELECTING A NATIONAL REGISTER NOMINATION PREPARER

Has the consultant prepared successful nominations and has personally presented them to the State Historic Preservation Review Board (i.e., nominations that were subsequently listed in the National Register)?

Is the consultant aware that WHS promulgates supplementary guidelines in addition to the guidelines specified in the federal publication How to Complete National Register Forms?

Is the consultant willing to sign a contract that addresses the products of the nomination package, the guidelines that must be followed, a schedule for completion, additional research that may be necessary after the review board has acted upon the nomination, fees, and the depository of nomination products?

Before entering into a contract with a nomination preparer, we recommend that you:

- Discuss the nomination with at least two nomination preparers
- Ask to see copies of successful nominations that the preparer has completed
- Establish the fee

Sponsors of the nomination should be aware that nominations cannot be scheduled for a meeting of the State Historic Preservation Review Board until the State Historic Preservation office receives a complete nomination package.

The following items must be submitted:

1. One electronic copy *and* one paper copy of the National Register 10-900 nomination form. A copy of the form may be found at: [http://wihist.org/NR-Form](http://wihist.org/NR-Form)

2. One electronic copy *and* one paper copy of a 200-300 word summary of the importance of the property.

3. An USGS quadrangle map for each nomination and prepared in the standard method required for National Register nominations.

4. One commercially printed set of digitally produced images and associated disk. Digital images must be produced and the disk and prints must comply with best practices guidelines set forth by the National Park Service in the National Register Photographic Imaging Policy: [https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/upload/Photo_Policy_update_2013_05_15_508.pdf](https://www.nps.gov/subjects/nationalregister/upload/Photo_Policy_update_2013_05_15_508.pdf). Prints must be 5" x 7" or 4" x 6". Photos should be labeled on back with a pencil. (A soft 5B pencil works well.)

5. A PowerPoint presentation for the Review Board meeting. The presentation should be compressed and submitted on a CD with the nomination packet.

6. Individual image files from the nomination and the PowerPoint for upload to the Architecture and History Inventory (AHI) record. Image files should be in JPG format at a minimum resolution of 300 DPI and a minimum width of 2000 pixels on the longest side. This should result in a file size of around 7 MB. The individual image files should be labeled with the AHI number and descriptive detail (if necessary).

7. Attachments, exhibits, figures, floor plans, and site plans, as necessary. All must be labeled with full property/site name and location. All maps and plans should also contain a scale and a North arrow.

8. A site map with a photo key for all historic districts and for properties with multiple resources.

If you have questions about the preparation of a National Register Nomination or the selection of a nomination preparer, you may call the SHPO at (608) 264-6502.
Sample

National Register Nomination Contract for Architectural and Historical Properties

This is a contract between ____________, who wishes to have prepared a complete nomination to the National Register of Historic Places (hereinafter the Sponsor), and ________________, a preparer of National Register nomination (hereinafter the Consultant), to cause the preparation of a packet of materials in accordance with the standards of the National Park Service and the Wisconsin Historical Society (hereinafter the Standards), said packet to enable the Review of the nomination of the ________________ property by the Wisconsin Historic Preservation Review Board (hereinafter the Board) and, in turn, the National Register in Washington, D.C.

The consultant agrees to prepare the following materials in accordance with the Standards and with respect to the subject property, and to submit them to the Sponsor:


2. Digital images produced with a digital SLR camera. Disks and prints must comply with best practices guidelines set forth by the National Park Service in the National Register Photographic Imaging Policy: [link to policy]. One commercially printed set of digitally produced images; prints must be 5” x 7” or 4” x 6” and labeled with pencil on the back.

3. A PowerPoint presentation on disk with images fully illustrating the exterior and interior of the property, the grounds, and any associated outbuildings as well as a disk with JPG images for the AHI.

4. One USGS quadrangle map with property/site label, location of the subject property indicated, along with properly computed U.T.M. coordinates for the property.

5. Sketch maps or any other items that may be required because of the unusual nature of the property or type of nomination.

6. A site plan with a photo key for all historic districts and for properties having multiple resources.

7. A computer disk with the nomination and the 200-300 word summary on the importance of the property.

The Consultant agrees to submit the nomination materials to the Sponsor on or before ________________, 20___. The Consultant agrees to make any corrections, changes, or additions to the materials submitted at the request of State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), the Board or the National Park Service and agrees to attend the Board meeting at which the nomination will be considered. The Consultant warrants that all aspects of the nominations packet will be prepared in accordance with the Standards. The Consultant agrees SHPO is and will be the sole and exclusive owner of all right, title, and interest in and to the results and product of the Services including any materials (“Material”) created or developed by the Recipient pursuant to this Agreement (collectively the “Works”), including all copyrights and other intellectual property rights therein, in perpetuity throughout the universe. In furtherance of the foregoing, Recipient agrees that the Works are works made for hire as defined in Section 101 of the Copyright Act of 1976. To the extent any Work does not qualify as work made for hire, the Recipient hereby irrevocably: (1) assigns, transfers, and otherwise conveys to SHPO all right, title, and interest in and to such Works throughout the universe, including all copyrights and other intellectual property rights therein, including all registration, renewal, and reversion rights, and to register and sue to enforce such copyrights against infringers; and (2) waives any and all claims the Recipient may now or hereafter have in any jurisdiction to so-called “moral rights” or rights of droit moral with respect to such works. By submitting a nomination packet to the SHPO the consultant acknowledges that the SHPO shall have the final edit on all State and National Register materials. SHPO shall have the final authority to reproduce, alter, modify, publish, and display all nomination content as necessary in the opinion of SHPO to conform to and comply with the requirements and standards of the Wisconsin Historical Society and the National Park Service.

*The Sponsor agrees to pay the consultant the sum of $______________for the work according to this schedule:
$_______ to be paid upon signature of this contract
$_______ to be paid upon submission of the materials
$_______ to be paid upon final action by the National Park Service whether or not said action is positive respecting the nomination.

SIGNATURES:

Sponsor of the nomination  Consulting nomination preparer

Date  Date

*NOTE: The Sponsor and Consultant may prefer to agree on a different system and schedule of payment.